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E.DITOR'S DESK
The Editor of the Barrister News has the unique
opportunity to oversee the preservation of accomplishment in printed words. This Editor has witnessed the announcement of the coming of a new
Law Center, and the conferring of a newly designated degree and has printed these with pride. This
Editor has proof-read, re-written and pasted up
happenings that have now become part of the backbone of our institution so incompletely called a Lew
School. It is more than a Law School in that it offers
a unique characted of achievement and professional
candor that makes a simple proficiency in law become a total attitude of service.
For this privilege of aiding in preserving the
substance of St. Mary's University School of Law,
this Editor is grateful.

Editor in Chief
Jim lytton

Associate Editors
Douglas Cowan

Nelson S. Magedman

Layout
Mark Sideman

Executive Secretary
Elaine Schultz

Editorial Staff
Marcel Notzon

Pat Burke

Frank Herrera

Business Manager

Associate Editors
Madgeman and Cowan

Associate Editor Douglas Cowan has rendered
hours of energy in his role as taskmaster of the
staff, in spite of an otherwise multifarious career
of assorted roles. Nelson Magedman, recently appointed Associate Editor has been punctillious in his
efforts, and unshakeably faithful to deadlines. The
staff members have been generous with their verbiage sparing of thir complaints. In summation, the
Barrister News is the product of many hands and
welcome talents.
This issue is the last of Volume XIII, and a
changeover of staff is impending. This Editor simply
thanks this University for the privilege of responsibility and the honor of recording achievement.
The Editor

Marion Carson
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Michael J. Simmang received his B.B.A. from
St. Edward's University of Austin, Texas, in 1963
and will receive his J.D. degree in May, 1966. In 1958,
he was the recipient of the Sam E. Johnson Government in Action Scholarship. At Law School he
has been on the Dean's List, was on the editorial
staff of the BARRISTER'S NEWS, and is a member
of Delta Theta Phi fraternity.
He married the former Mary Ellen Kemper.

Stock Redemptions
And Partial Liq·uidations
by Michael Sim·mang·

With the ever increasing tax burden we have
experienced in the last half century, many schemes,
both leo-itimate and illegitimate, have arisen in an
attempt to lessen the share of our business income
taken out by our partner in Washington. The Revenue Service and courts have in almost all phrases
of federal tax, sought to set out guidelines which
the laity could follow in determining the applicability
of the law to the individual taxpayer and his liability
under it. Unfortunately, the guidelines given in the
area of stock redemptions and partial liquidations
have been vague at best. There is conflict in the
decisions of our Circuit Courts and the taxpayer has
no way of knowing the legitimacy of his claim until
the Revenue Service notifies him that it has not
been allowed. The purpose o.f this article is to attempt to summarize how various problems have been
dealt with in the past and to give some insight as to
what can be done to simplify these same problems
when they arise in the future.
I. Nature of the Problem:
Starting with the general rule that the sale of
stock held for over six months is treated as a capital
gain or loss and taxed at a maximum rate of 25 percent while stock held for less than six months is
treated as a short term transaction and taxed at
usual income taxes, we now look to one of its chief
exeeptions. If the stock is sold to the issuing corporation, the capital gain treatment does not apply
in certain situations.
If the stock is transferred to the issuing corporation and is a complete liquidation of the corporation or the shareholders' interest, the transfer
is a sale and comes within the capital gain transaction.1
In this article though, we are concerned with
the situations where there is a transfer of only a

portion of the assets or stock certificates-where
the distribution to the shareholders may be more
along the lines of a distribution of earnings which
is subject to being taxed as ordinary income rather
than a bona fide sale which would be taxed at
capital gain rates.
The problem thus arises: how do we determine
whether there is a sale of capital assets or a tax
avoidance scheme to bring the distribution within
the lower tax rate?
Congress has attempted to legislate a set of
rules to answer this question 2 but as frequently
happens, the statutory law has led to a mass of confusion.3 This problem with regard to reorganization
was classified somewhat in Commissioner v. Estate
of Bedford, 325 U.S. 283 (1945), but in the case of
stock redemptions and partial liquidations the courts
have left much to be desired. 4
II. The Origin of the Dividend Equivalence Test:
Looking to the case of Eiscer v. Macoruber, 25
U.S. 189 (1920) we see that the Suprem·e Court
established the rule that stock dividends were not
taxable. Immediately, people began receiving stock
dividends and converting them into cash free o.i
income tax. To plug this loophole, Congress provided in the Revenue Act of 1921 5 that the stock
distributed as a dividend was taxable as essentially
equivalent to a dividend. 6 This left another loophole
which was closed by amendment in 19247 when Congress included redemptions that preceded the stock
dividend. These provisions along with a 1926 amendment8 which went all the way in taxing stock redemptions, whether or not the corporation had issued
it as a dividend were reenacted in the 1939 code9
and are with us today as Section 302 (B) (1) and
346 (A) (2) of the 1954 Revenue Code. As a result of
the 1954 code:

3

"distributions in redemption of stock (other
than those occuring during the course of complete liquidation) are governed either by section 302 or 346."10
unless the distribution comes within the rather limited scope of section 303.11
Section 302 uses the effect of the transaction
at the shareholders level to determine the tax status
of the distribution while section 346 looks to the
effect at the corporate level. It is from these distributions that we get the difference between "stockredemptions" and "partial liquidations."
The test of Section 302 under which redemptions may escape dividend classification are brought
out in an artitcle by two District of Columbia attorneys12 They say two of the tests ("substantially
disproportionate'' and "complete termination of a
shareholders interest") were brought about in the
1954 code by a growing desire for certainty. These
tests require a precise mathematical computation,
while the third is the product of the old "essentially
equivalent" doctrine.
They go on to say that "p.artial liquidat~on
escapes from a dividend classificah?n by sale~ us~ng
either of two tests. One is mechan1cal (term1nabon
of business) arising from the 1954 quest for .certainty and the other is derived from the "essentially
equivalent" test mentioned earlier.
III. The Judicial Approach to Dividend Equivalence:
The courts in attempting to straighten out the
confusion of the Congress, appear to be just as
hopelessly entwined. To a certain extent this is true,
but there appears to be an open door through which
the courts could exit leaving behind this "nightmarish problem'' 13 should they ever desire to do so.
This confusion has been in our midst since the ·e ra
of the 1924 code and perhaps it is time to stop trying
to clear it up and take some positive action. This
could be done by following the pro rata test suggested by Mr. Mickey and Mr. Holder. 14
A. The Judicial Criteria.
Up until 1940 the courts had tried "business
purpose tests," searches into corporate records to
discover histories of dividends, and many other
approaches. Then they abandoned these and used
a test of "net effect." 15 This merely increased the
confusion because now some courts follow the "net
effect" announced in Flanagan above16 while going
back to pre-1940 tests. Other courts follow Flanagan17 and others don't know what to do. 18 In our
own 5th Circuit Judge Holmes in Sullivan v. Com·m issioner 210 F.2d 607 (1954) tried to clear up
the matt~r by saying that there is no distinction
between "net effect" and "essentially equivalent."
If this is true it seems that much can be said in
favor of eliminating the term "net effect" in favor
of its statutory counterpart "essentially equivalent."
This would be accepting what has been referred to
as the "flexible" net effect test18 A instead of the
"strict'' net effect test as apparently followed in the
Second and Third Circuits.18B
B. The Pro Rata Standard.
"A distribution is, by its nature, essentially equivalent to a dividend if it is essentially pro rata.
This criterion is unique in its relevance. If

courts adhered to it, the op1n1ons in the area
of dividend equivalence would be vastly more
meaningful.
"Recognition of the pro rata criterion as the
exclusive test would alter the result in few
cases, for the courts with a surprising degree
of consistency, find dividend equivalence in the
case of pro rata distributions and fail to find
it in the case of non pro rata distributions.'' 19
There are five notable exceptions to the preceding statement. This then is the open door through
which it was mentioned the courts could exit if they
ever desire to do so. Should they adopt this pro
rata doctrine it would mean the overruling of only
five cases . Upon closer examination we find that
the .first of these exceptions 2o is really not an exception at all because the court strained to uphold
a jury verdict in favor of the taxpayer despite the
pro rata character of the distribution. The court
soon retreated from this position saying in essence
that a pro rata distribution was to be treated as
a dividend. 21 In the second case 22 it seems that there
was an erroneous finding of fact because the redemption was in a closely held corporation, all stock being
held by husband and wife in trust for their children. It was redeemed to sell to employees. The
third case 23 was a case in our circuit. It treated a
pro rata distribution as a sale because there was a
contraction of the business. This will be dealt with
more fully in the later section on partial liquidations.
In reality then only the fourth and fifth cases 2'1
must be held wrong deciding25 if the pro rata standard were to be used as the solution to our problem.
However, even the fifth may be distinguished because it was one of a series of steps to complete
liquidation of one o.f the shareholders' interest.
The overruling of the ren1aining case to clear
up the confused state of this area of the law would
be of great service to the vast majority of taxpayers
having dealings in this type of transaction. It would
(Continued on Page 9)
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Downstairs in the Gunter Hotel, Houston at St. Mary's, CA 7-3241
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ORAL ARGUMENTS HIGHLIGHT
APPELLATE ADVOCACY COURSE AS:

Moot Court Competition
Sel·ects Three
On April 15, 1966 the Moot Supreme Court of
Texas heard the case of Paul Prudence, Petitioner vs.
City of Burneyville, Respondent. P leading the case
for the Petitioner were Charles Franz, Lee Lytton
III, James Lytton, Charles Champion, and A. Jackson Pope. F or the Respondent were Douglas B.
Cowan, Frank H errera, Jr., Raymond Manning, Joan
Shields, and Donald Driscoll. After several hours
of pleading before the court, the three j udges:
Justices Earnest Morgan, Ed Fahey, and Dayton
Wiley rendered their decision for Petitioner James
Lytton, Respondent Douglas B. Cowan, and Respondent Frank H errera, Jr. as alternate. Frank Herrera,

Respondent Donald Driscoll answers petitioner An-

J r., also was selected as the competitor who wrote the

drew J. Pope.

best brief.

Moot Court w inners { l to R)

Douglas Cowan, Jim

Petitioner Cha·rles Franz addresses the Moot Supreme

lytton and Alternate Frank He·rrera begin work to-

Court.

ward state finals with Professor Orville Walker .
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ALSA
CIRCUIT
REPORT

mittee system with a greater emphasis on circuit
committees might be considered. It is hoped that this
may be a more realistic approach to the local problems of ALSA members.
The close of the conference was highlighted by
the election of a new national vice president. It was
my distinct pleasure to move that the conference
accept Whit Fitzpatrick (ALSA Public Relations
Chairman) of Tulane University by acclamation and
it was so passed.

by Richard Glaser
On March 11-13, the American Law Student
Association held their 13th circuit conference in
Houston, Texas. Louie Welch, Houston's Mayor,
honored the conference by proclaiming it "American Law Student Weekend." The proclamation was
pre3ented to John Compere, the retiring National
Vice President of ALSA, for his outstanding contributions to the association over the past years.
The theme of the conference was "Preparation
for Public Responsibility". Featured speakers were
Percy Foreman (noted criminal defense lawyer),
Judge Sam Johnson (of the Houston Legal Foundation), the Honorable Tom Clark (United States
Supreme Court Justice), and Gibson Gayle (Secretary of the American Bar Association).
Mr. Foreman stressed the importance of a lawyer being available to his clients. Sometimes availability is not convenient as in the recent Mossier
trial in Florida. The request to defend Melvin Lane
Powers came just after Mr. Foreman had been hospitalized. He immediately notified the press to meet
with him at the jail and what was considered by
most to be a dramatic publicity stunt served the dual
purpose of being available to his client and at the
same time trying to reach any knowledgeable witnesses while the facts were fresh in their minds.
Judge Johnson explained Houston's dynamic
approach to the indigent dependent problem. The
legal profession carries with it an obligation to serve
and wealth should not be the controlling factor in
adequate defense. In keeping with this principle
Houston's three-step solution to the problem includes: Matching the complexity of the case to the
background and talents of the counsel assigned; an
investigative division for the indigent's defense
which involves law students in a "legal internship"
to assist the assigned counsel ; and a "personal bond"
section based on the defendant's ties to the community by family, job, assets, and past record.
A regular meeting of the delegates followed
with an informative orientation on ALSA programs
and services. The various committee chairmen in
attendance gave their reports after which a special
committee was set up to draft a resolution welcoming Arkansas into the 13th Circuit which will be
voted on at the national convention in Montreal,
Canada, this summer.
At the workshop that followed co-ordinator William R. Weinberg of Tulane had a fast moving program set up with the various participating schools
submitting problems and offering possible solutions
to be implemented during the year. It was suggested
that a decentralization of the ALSA national com6

Bancroft-Whitney Awards
Bancroft-Whitney Company and The Lawyers
Co-operative Publishing Company present an appropriate American Jurisprudence title to the student
making the highest grade in each class each semester. Students receiving this award for the fall
semester were:
FALL SEMESTER 1965 (Day Division)
Name of Students
Course
Charles Finnel ___________________________ Legal Bibliography
Lewis Vandiver ---------------------------- ------------- _____ Torts I
Phillis Harper ________________________________________ Property I
John W. Harris ______________________________________ Property I
Stanley E. Burch _ _ __
__ ______ _____ Property II
Charles Tedford _
_ _____ ______ Property II
John V. Putnam ___ _ _ _
______ Contracts I
Nelson Magedman _____________________ Constitutional Law
James P. Lytton _
_ _______________ Law and Society
Lewis Vandiver _
________________ Law and Society
Kenneth Pounds __ ____
_____________________ Legal Ethics
Frank Herrera, Jr. _ _ ________________ _______ Procedure I
Michael Bahan ______ ________________________ __________ Evidence I
Champe Ransom ____ _______ __ _______ ________________ Evidence I
Sheldon I. Oster _________________ Federal Income Tax
Patrick Burke ____ _ ________________ Marital Community
Champe Ransom
_________ Marital Community
Marion T. Carson _ ___________________ Trusts and Fut. Int.
Brice Tondre _____________ ---------------------------- Labor Law
Lee Lytton ______________________________________ _________ _______________ Writs
John V. Putnam ____________________________ Domestic Relations
David Finger ____________________________________ Workmen's Comp.
John Jonietz __________________________________________ Federal Courts
(Evening Division)
Morris Ambler, Jr. ________________________ Legal Bibliography
John Harper, Jr. ____________________ Agency and Partnership
Emmett Dawson ________________________________ __________ Property I
James P. Ford ____________________________________________ Property II
Robert L. Mueller, Jr. ________________________________ Contracts I
Samuel L. Braunstein ________________________________ Evidence I
Roger C. Hill ______________________________________ Bills and Notes
Baldemar A. Jimenez ____________________________________ Mortgages
Oliver Holden, Jr. _______________________________________ Mortgages
Leo C. Michaud ____________________________________________ Mortgages
James Parker _________________________________________ Oil and Gas
Edwin Taylor _______________________________ Federal Courts

West Publishing Company
Annual Awards

DEAN'S LIST
FALL SEMESTER-1965
SCHOOL A VERAGE-71.96o/0
At the end of each semester, those students
who have completed two full semesters of law work,
and whose cum ulative average places them in the
upper ten percent of the total student body, are
placed upon the Dean's H onor List, as students of
academic distinction, and their names are recorded
as a matter of permanent record. Only those students
carrying a normal load or more are elig1ble ( 12
hours-Day Division; 9 hours-Evening Division).
DAY DIVISION
Average
1. Not zon, Marcel C. __ ____ _______ __ 83.9
2 Lytton, Lee ________________________ ..... 81.7
3. H endrix, Dennis _____________ ___ ____ 81.3
4. Tondre, Brice A. ____________ .. __ 81.2
5. Grant, P atricia _______ _______________ 80.6
6. Owen, H arriet ____________ ___ .. ___ 80.5
7. Ransom, Champe C.
___ ___ 79.9
8. Wolff, Nelson W.
79.6
9. Flowers, Aubrey
___ 79.2
10. Stein, Melvern ______
77.5
11. Manning, Raymond ______________ .76.7
12. Jonietz, John ______ ___ __ ____________ 76 .6
____ __
76 .5
13. Carson, Marion T.
14. Bahan, Michael ___ __ _______ ____ ... 76.2
15. Simmang, Michael J. ____________ 76.1
Byrd, Weldon C. __________ ________ .76.1
16. Burch, Stanley E . ______________ ....... 75.8
17. Knize, W·esley ___________________________ 75.5
18. Flores, Paul _____________________________ 75.4
Bingham, Lloyd, Jr. ___________ .75.4
19. Shields, Joan M. _______________________ 75 .3
Garza, Alvaro _____________ ___ ___ __ ___ 75 .3
Lytton, J ames __________ ________ _________ 75.3
20. Burke, Patrick D. ______ ________________ 75.1

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

EVENING DIVIS ION
Sanders, John L. ____________ ______ 83.0
Parker, James _____________ ____________ __ 82.6
Benson , P hilip _ _ ____________________ 82.6
Taylor, Edwin _________________ __ ____ ___ 82.1
Priest, Wayne P. ____________________ ___ 81.3
Rocha, J uan ______________________________ 80.6
Michaud, Leo C. ______________________ 80.0
Holland, William E. __________________ 79.0
Wr ight, Charles J . ___________________ 78.3
Williams, Donlad ___ ________________ 78.1
Ward, James _____________________ ... .77.7
Adams, William __________________ .... 77.4
Roberts, Charles _... ___ _ __ .76.8

Hours
54
32
90
76
61
49
78
82
90
84
50
65
50
49
87
47
34
34
63
40
55
47
43
79

The West Publishing Company awards a selected t itle from its H ornbook Series each year t o
the freshmen, the mid-law, and the senior law student who achieves the highest scholastic averages
in his class. Students receiving the West Publishing Company award this year are :
Mr. Robert L . Mueller, Jr., 713 Leissner, Seguin ,
Texas-(C.J .S.) Corporations, VOLUMES 18,
19 & 20 .
Mr. Roger C. Hill, 118 Broadway, San Antonio, Texas
-(C.J.S.) Municipal Corporations, VOLUME S
62, 63 & 64.
Mr. John L . Sanders, 436 Wilcox, San Antonio, Texas
-(C.J .S.) Workmen's Compensation, VOLUMES 99, 110 & 101.
Mr. William A. Jeffers, Jr., 125 West Summit, San
Antonio, Texas- (HORNBOOK) H enn's Hornbook on Corporations.
Mr. Marcel C. N otzon, 138 Cherry Ridge, San
Antonio, Texas-( H ORNBOOK) Lawndes &
Kramer's H ornbook on Estate and Gift Taxes.
Mr. James M. Parker, 114 Crestview Drive San
Antonio, Texas- (HORNBOOK) McCormick's
H ornbook on Evidence.

Are You A Senior Law Student
Or A New AHorney?
Looking for your first professional
position or best location for your
office?
Do you know which foundation
books to select for your library?
There's an expert in your vicinity who can help
you with these and other questions you may have
that concern your practice.

66
90
43
65
33
30
78
55
28
24
30
60
21

He makes it his busi·

ness to know opportunities occurring in your area.
Just drop us a line and we'll send you his name
and address.

Then contact him to see lww much

his tips help you.
You could turn his information into your business.
No charge or obligation whatever for this advice.
WEST PUBLISHING CO.
50 Kellogg Blvd.
St. Paul, Minn. 55102

VERN ON LAW BOOK CO.
or 915 Grand Ave.
Kansas City, Mo. 64106
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Delta Theta Phi

Phi Delta Phi
I

• I

(L to R) Dean : Marcel Notzon; tribune: Dick Guinn;
bailiff: Frank Herrera; vice-dean: Michael T. La Hood.

Delta Theta Phi held election of officers in
March of 1966, and the following were elected for
the coming year; Dean : Marcel C. N otzon; ViceDean: Michael T. La Hood; Tribune: Dick Guinn;
Masters of the Rolls : Bob Coffin; Exchequer : Raymond Manning; Master of the Ritual: Juan Rocha;
Bailiff : Frank Herrera.
Members o.f the Fraternity on the Dean's List
for the Fall Semester were: Stanley E. Burch,
Patrick D. Burke, Weldon C. Byrd, Alvaro Garza,
John Jonietz, Wesley Knize, Raymond Manning,
Marcel C. N otzon, Wayne P . Priest, Juan Rocha,
Michael J . Simmang and Brice A. Tondre.
The Spring Rush Party was held on March 20,
1966. at The Old Heidelberg Restaurant. Judge Joe
Frazier Brown was the guest speaker. Over 160
members and guests attended.
The bids were individually presented to those
considered, in the form of a felt -backed scroll.
Special appreciation is ·e xtended to members
of the Alumni Senate and to Student Senate Members Michael T. La Hood, Dick Guinn, Gale Castillo
and Marcel C. Notzon. who were outstanding in their
efforts to make this Spring Rush Party the success
that it was .
N·ew Pledges for this Spring Term are : Arthur
Jr .. Edward E . Chastain, George Cooner. William
B. Dore, Douglas S. Drury, James F. Ford, Donald
F. H endrie, Jerry R. Houser, Gerald Lopez. Leonel
Pena. Andrew Jackson Pope. Arthur Paul Redmon.
Jr., G. Edwin Sherwood, Guy Spiller, Charles J.
Stockstill, Thomas B. Walsh. Jr.,A. Abraham, Harry
Ben Adams, III and Kirby Ambler.
P lans are now under way for our summer parties
and get-togethers.
8

Officers of Phi Delta Phi for 1965-66 ( L to R): Nelson S. Madgedman, historian; Charles Hyder, exchequer; Marion T. Carson, magistrate; Michael Bahan,
clerk.

On Sunday, March 14, 1966, Tarlton Inn of Phi
Delta Phi International Legal Fraternity held its
Spring Cocktail-Dinner Rush Party at the new F our
Brothers Steak House on Brooklyn Avenue.
The Honorable Jack Pope, Associate J ustice of
the Suprem·e Court of Texas was the guest speaker.
Other distinguished guests in attendance were the
Honorable Ernest Raba, Dean of St. Mary's School
of Law; the Honorable Charles W. Barrow and the
Honorable Carlos Cadena, Associate Justices of the
Fourth Court of Civil Appeals, and the Honorable
Archie S. Brown, Judge of the 144th District Court.
Tarlton Inn announces with great pleasure the
names of the following pledges for the Spring
Sem·e ster of 1966:
Mr. Harold Atkinson
Mr. David Dean
Mr. James Lytton
Mr. Lee Lytton, III

Mr. Charles Roberts
Mr. Paul Schooler
Mr. Edwin Taylor
Mr. Charles Tedford

Mr. Donald Williams
The initiation ceremonies took place on the
Tenth Annual Law Day, May 5, 1966, in the courtroom of the Fourth Court of Civil Appeals.
The members of Tarlton Inn congratulate Mr.
Douglas Cowan on his election to the office of
Barrister President.

not set out new law, but would establish solid guidelines for use in the pursuit of justice.
IV. The Effect of the 1954 Code on the Pro Rata
Standard of Dividend Equivalence:
Assuming then that the pro rata standard is
the correct test in determining how these types of
tranactions should be taxed, what provisions of
the 1954 code are applicable and what is their
effect?
Section 302 (b) (2) sets out substantially the disproportionate test and 302 (b) (3) refers to the "complete termination of interest'' situation. These tests
are so precisely worded that some observers have
v.entured to predict that there would be little litigation under the general dividend equivalence test but
this has proven to be error.26
There are still cases where the courts apply
the general test, speaking of business purposes and
other supposedly long ago abandoned terms while
in effect applying the pro rata test.
'
The general test would still be necessary in the
following situations and it may be because of this
necessity that the court is reluctant to add what it
may consider more confusion to this already confusing situation.27
A. Distribution Which Fail the Mechanical
Tests Because of Constructive Ownership.
The mechanical tests of sections 302 (b) (2) and
(3) give no problem because they both reflect the
ownership of the stock. Section 318 puts constructive ownership within the scope of the aforementioned sections. However, section 303 (b) ( 1) does
not speak of ownership. This leaves open the rules
to be used in determining dividend equivalence under
this section. If one cares to follow the regulations,
he will treat section 318 (a) as referring to all redemptions under section 302.28
"The Subchapter C Advisory Group recommended that section 302 be amended to provide that
the constructive ownership rules do not apply
under section 302(b) (1) but that the relationships described in section 318 may be considered along with all the other facts and circumstances. The Group understands this to be the
intent of the existing statute. The amendment
has been recommended by the American Bar
Association Section of Taxation.
"The Senate Finance Committee report on the
1954 code, in discussing the mechanical tests,
expressly states that the constructive ownership rules apply to those tests. It does not make
the same statement with respect to the dividend equivalence test, and the exclusion of
section 302 (b) ( 1) from the following discussion seems intended:
Paragraph (1) of 302(c) provides that the
rules for constructive ownership of stock of
section 318 (a) shall apply for purposes of this
section generally. For example, if an individual
owns half of the stock of a corporation, and a
trust of which such individual is the sole beneficiary, owns the other half of such stock, a redemtpion of all of the stock of the corporation
owned individually would not qualify under
paragraph (2) or (3) of subsection (b).
"This language seems to indicate that the Committee had no thought that the constructive

ownership rules would apply under the general
test." 29
Until the adoption of the proposed amendment,
if it ever comes about, it would be wise to follow
the regulations to avoid a court fight, the outcome
of which is highly uncertain because of the amount
of controversy over this area of the code.
B. Distributions Which Fail to Meet the
Mathematical Limitations of Mechanical
Tests.
There are two conditions to be met if a dividend is to be substantially disproportionate within
the meaning of section 302 (b). Subsection (b) o.f
this section provides that after redemption the
shareholder must own less than half of the voting
rights of all classes of stock combined.
Subsection (c) requires that:
(i) the ratio which the voting stock of the corporation owned by the shareholder immediately
after the redemption bears to all of the voting
stock of the corporation at such time, is less
than 80 per cent of- (ii) the ratio which the
voting stock of the corporation owned by the
shareholder immediately before the redemption
bears to all of the voting stock of the corporation at such time.3o
While setting up basic guides of determining if the
distribution is pro rata, this rule is by no means all
inclusive. The general test under section 302 (b) (1)
is still required.
As are all mechanical tests, the one here is
arbitrary. There has been some talk of eliminating
t~e 50 % requirement as needless 31 since it is possible to have a distribution fail this test and pass
the general test. It is sometimes difficult to determine just where the dividing line between pro rata
and non-pro rata should be drawn. A decrease o.f
12.46 % has been held not essentially equivalent to a
dividend 32 although 302 (b) (2) requires at least a
20 % redemption.
C. The Special Problem of Preferred Stock.
Preferred stock, by its very nature, is a cousin
to debt securities. In n1any instances it may be
treated as a debt and vice versa. It is for this
reason that it is treated sepal'ately from common
stock.
A new policy-is one really necessary? At present, the answer is probably yes, because the law
seems inadequate in its treatment of this problem.
Unlike common stock, preferred is usually not m·e ant
to be permanent and in most cases is redeemable
at the corporation's option. If the corporation calls
the preferred stock, it becomes a fact question as to
whether or not the payment is essentially equivalent
to a dividend because the pro rata test would not
apply. Besides not being able to apply the pro rata
test, the temporary nature of preferred stock secures that upon redemption, it be treated as a repayment of a debt.
Of course some safeguards would be required
to prevent the situation that existed before this
area of the code developed. Basically all that would
be required is that the stock be non-voting as to
div~dends and liquidations, issued only for paid in
capital, and limited in proportion to the common
stock so as to avoid excessive temporary capital.33
(Continued on Page 10)
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There could also be the problem of the large investor
who gets his preferred stock desires voted by also
holding a substantial amount of the common stock.
This probably would not arise if the common stock
was widely held. It seems that with these provisions, there would be no necessity to distinguish
preferred stock from the treatment given bonds.
It would, of course, be irrelevant whether the stock
was bought from the issuing corporation.
V. The Effect of the 1954 Code on Dividend
Equivalence in Partial Liquidations.
As we have seen up to this point, the principal
factor, though not always explicitly so, in determining the dividend status of a stock redemption is the
pro rata standard. This is not so though, in cas·e of
partial liquidations. If the partial liquidation is
genuine (i.e. there is a contraction of the business),
our fifth circuit court has held that it is a legitimate sale, even if pro rata. 34 The court in so holding, said that it was a partial return of capital.
This, then would seem to indicate that a partial
liquidation should be placed in the same class as
debt securities and preferred stock since the only
safeguard required is built-in in the contraction of
the corporation. It is for this reason that we made
our earlier statement that in redemptions we would
examine the transaction at the stockholder level and
in liquidations, we would shift to the corporate
plane.
VI. Conclusion.
Upon re-examination of this complex problem,
we find that it can be broken down into three simple
areas.
1. Test for redemption is pro rata. If a distribution is pro rata, or essentially so, it is a dividend
and should be taxed as such.
2. Preferred stock, if qualified, should be
treated as debt securities and taxed only after provision has been made for return of capital.
3. In the area of partial liquidations, the test
should be changed so that the distribution would not
be a dividend if there was a genuine contraction of
the business.
This perhaps is an over-simplication of the
problem that has caused many headaches to our
judiciary and ourselves as taxpayers, but it is a
problem that seems possible to simplify whenever
the court or the Congress so desire.
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1967
Announcement To Law Alumni:
Retro-Active J.D. Degree
By resolution of the Faculty Council of the
School of Law, St. Mary's University, it was announced that all prior graduates of the School of
Law who have an academic degree, can earn the J .D.
degree through the successful completion of 90
(ninety) semester hours of law work at this School
of Law and receive the substituted J.D. diploma
without the privilege of a formal conferral at graduation ceremonies; that these candidates for the J.D.
degree must satisfy current Law School Catalog provisions; that the completion of additional work can
be accomplished either in the Day or Evening divisions; that this privilege is extended solely and exclusively to prior students of the St. Mary's University School of Law.

